Collaborative Completion of Transcription Factor Binding Profiles via Local Sensitive Unified Embedding.
Although the newly available ChIP-seq data provides immense opportunities for comparative study of regulatory activities across different biological conditions, due to cost, time or sample material availability, it is not always possible for researchers to obtain binding profiles for every protein in every sample of interest, which considerably limits the power of integrative studies. Recently, by leveraging related information from measured data, Ernst et al. proposed ChromImpute for predicting additional ChIP-seq and other types of datasets, it is demonstrated that the imputed signal tracks accurately approximate the experimentally measured signals, and thereby could potentially enhance the power of integrative analysis. Despite the success of ChromImpute, in this paper, we reexamine its learning process, and show that its performance may degrade substantially and sometimes may even fail to output a prediction when the available data is scarce. This limitation could hurt its applicability to important predictive tasks, such as the imputation of TF binding data. To alleviate this problem, we propose a novel method called Local Sensitive Unified Embedding (LSUE) for imputing new ChIP-seq datasets. In LSUE, the ChIP-seq data compendium are fused together by mapping proteins, samples, and genomic positions simultaneously into the Euclidean space, thereby making their underling associations directly evaluable using simple calculations. In contrast to ChromImpute which mainly makes use of the local correlations between available datasets, LSUE can better estimate the overall data structure by formulating the representation learning of all involved entities as a single unified optimization problem. Meanwhile, a novel form of local sensitive low rank regularization is also proposed to further improve the performance of LSUE. Experimental evaluations on the ENCODE TF ChIP-seq data illustrate the performance of the proposed model. The code of LSUE is available at https://github.com/ekffar/LSUE.